Union Labor Requirements

Convention, Display, Trade Show Labor Conditions:
All decorating, display, drayage, theatrical, rigging, production, audio visual, commercial presentations as well as all material handling for conventions, trade shows, promotional displays, and consumer shows are performed by the Denver Theatrical Stage Employees Union, IATSE, Local No. 7.

Display and Exhibit Work - Installation, Dismantling and Decorating:
Full time employees of an exhibiting firm may install and dismantle their own respective company display*, if such work can be completed in less than sixty minutes and without the use of mechanized tools.

Any outside or additional labor required for installation, dismantle or decorating of displays is to be performed by the official General Service Contractor or by any other contractor signatory to the IATSE, Local 7 labor agreement.

(*Product display and placement is not included in these work rules and is the exclusive right of full time employees of an exhibiting firm.)

Show/Job Site Drayage:
Exhibitors may handle their own hand-carried materials in and out of the Colorado Convention Center. Any material requiring the use of equipment for delivery, i.e., dollies, fork lifts, will be handled by labor through IATSE, Local No. 7. Equipment and labor is arranged through the General Service Contractor.

Dock Space:
Dock space is limited at the Colorado Convention Center, and it is under the control and authority of the General Service Contractor.
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